
Cunningham Hill Junior School – Geography Knowledge Organiser - Rio and South America - Year 3 

 Locate the world’s countries, using maps to focus on South America, concentrating on its environmental regions, key physical and human characteristics, countries and cities. 

 Use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer mapping to locate countries and describe features studied. 

 Identify the position and significance of the Equator.  

 Identify the position and significance of the Prime/Greenwich Meridian and time zones (including day and night). 

 Understand geographical similarities and differences through the study of the human and physical geography of a region of the UK and a region within South America. 

 Describe and understand key aspects of human geography, including economic activity [and] trade links. 

In this unit you will: 

 Locate South America on a world map and identify a range of its physical and human features.  

 Locate the countries and capital cities of South America. 

 Compare key facts about Brazil with your country. 

 Use photographs and information texts to imagine what daily life in Rio might be like.  

 Identify how my life is linked to Rio and the South East of Brazil. 

 Identify the pros and cons of hosting the Olympic Games. 

Key Knowledge: 
South America’s biggest country is Brazil. Here you’ll find the Amazon Rainforest, home to a 

huge number of animals, plants and insects. 

Most of this continent is hot and wet, but there are deserts here too, as well as ice-fields. 

There’s also the highest waterfall in the world – Angel Falls in Venezuela – and famous land-

marks like the Christ statue and Sugarloaf Mountain in Brazil. 

Places Geographical Vocab Locational Vocabulary 

Amazon Basin 
Bolivia 
Brazil 
Ecuador 
Peru 
Venezuela 

agriculture 
ecosystem 
food chain 
humidity 

river basin 
volume 

equatorial 
International Date Line 

longitude 
Prime Meridian 

Tropic of Capricorn 

  
Agriculture Farming 

Drainage How water flows away from an area through rivers and streams 

Equatorial The hot, wet climate in areas close to the Equator 

River Basin The area of land that is drained by a river and all of its tributaries 

Migration The movement of people within a nation 

Urbanisation The process of making an area more urban (cities and towns grow) 

Deforestation The destruction of vegetated areas 

Export A product or service sold abroad 

Culture The ideas, customs and social behaviour of a particular people or society 

Manufacturing The making of items on a large scale using machinery; industrial production 


